Genuine Car Care Products

Exterior Care.

Exterior Care Kit - £25.00
Leisure Bag containing: Car Shampoo, Wheel Cleaner, Sponge and Cloth.

Car Shampoo - £5.00
Provides a superior clean to all exterior surfaces. Suitable for use on all Mercedes-Benz vehicles.

Insect Remover - £8.00
Quickly removes insect residue from glass, paint, chrome, and plastic surfaces without causing damage.

Tar Remover - £7.00
Gently and thoroughly removes tar, oil, cavity sealing splashes and sticker remains. This product can be used on its own without the need for rubbing or scraping.

Acid-Free Wheel Cleaner - £11.00
Removes stubborn soiling such as aggressive brake dust, oil deposits, and other road grime whilst not corroding wheel bolts and brake components. This product comes as a gel which means it sticks to the dirt and dissolves it quicker than regular wheel cleaners.

Convertible Impregnating Spray - £10.00
Enhances the water-repellent properties of cabrio-fabric convertible tops (for use on inside and outside surfaces).

Convertible Top Cleaner - £10.00
Removes dirt, nicotine, squashed insects and bird lime from cabrio-fabric convertible tops (for use on inside and outside surfaces).

Chrome Care - £7.00
Thoroughly and gently restores dull and corroded areas on decorative trim. Shine is restored, and simultaneously preserved with a protective film which prevents rust from reforming.

Intensive Exterior Glass Cleaner - £7.00
Removes road grime, silicone, diesel soot, hot wax, gloss preserver, squashed insects, and bird lime from the outside of glass panes (do not use on plastic).

Interior Care.

Interior Care Kit - £25.00
Leisure Bag containing: Cabin Care Spray, Interior Glass Cleaner, Interior Glass Sponge, and Car Cloth.

Interior Glass Cleaner - £9.00
With anti-mist properties for the day-to-day care of the inside of glass windows, as well as plastic windows on convertible models. This product removes dirt, grease, and nicotine in one application.

Cabin Care Spray - £7.00
Cleans and protects plastic and leather from ageing, whilst providing an anti-static effect which prevents dust accumulation.

Textile Upholstery Cleaner - £10.00
Freshens colour and removes dirt and nicotine.

Stain Remover - £10.00
Effective treatment to remove oil, wax, residual adhesive, chocolate, biro or shoe polish on textile upholstery, plastic and carpets.

Leather Care Foam - £10.00
Moisturises leather, ensuring protection against ageing. This product has anti-static properties to minimise dust attraction.

Plastic Cleaner - £9.00
An excellent cleaner for year-round use. This product removes dirt, grease, wax and nicotine from all plastic parts (including dashboard and door panels).

Paintwork.

Gloss Preserver - £10.00
Helps protect and maintain the existing gloss level of your vehicle. Can be used immediately after washing your vehicle (no need to wipe dry first).

Paint Polish - £10.00
Provides long-lasting protection and an extremely deep shine without hazing.

Paintwork Cleaner - £10.00
Provides a 5-fold polishing effect without hazing, and maximum freshening of colour to weathered paint and older vehicles.

Polishing Cloth - £10.00
Strong, absorbent lint-free cloth for paintwork care. The fleece retains its high quality properties even when exposed to solvents.
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Winter.

Window Defrosting Agent - £5.00
Reliable protection against visibility impaired by ice. One application removes ice layers up to 0.1 millimetres thick even at minus 15 degrees Celsius (5 degrees Fahrenheit). With anti-misting effect for long-lasting protection.

Winterfit Windscreen Cleaner - £5.00
Provides optimum visibility during the cold season. Quickly and thoroughly removes grime such as oil, soot and road salts.

Protection.

StarGard. A better way to keep dirt at bay.
The best way to keep your Mercedes-Benz looking like new is to protect it from dirt in the first place. The StarGard range can protect the inside and outside of your car, so it stays as immaculate as the day you bought it.

- Paintwork - StarGard PaintSeal maintains your car’s new appearance for three years. It forms a high gloss, durable and protective barrier that remains wash after wash
- Fabric - StarGard InteriorGard coats each fibre of fabric and carpet with a resin-based formula that won’t wash out, making it easy to remove stains and spills
- Leather - StarGard LeatherCare provides your leather with long-lasting conditioning designed to maintain its supple, natural feel